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It is a universally recognized truth, that someone who has a fast internet connection should want some porn. Despite the hard-to-penetrate domains – the hard numbers are few and far between – we know for a fact that porn sites are some of the most jammed parts of the internet. According to Google DoubleClick Ad Planner, which tracks users across the
web with cookies, dozens of adult destinations populate the top 500 websites. Xvideos, the largest porn site on the web with 4.4 billion page views per month, is three times the size of CNN or ESPN, and twice the size of Reddit. LiveJasmin is not much smaller. YouPorn, Tube8, and Pornhub – they're all vast and extensive sites that dwarf almost everything
except Google and Facebook internet. Although page views are a great starting point, they only tell you that porn site X is more popular than non-porn site Y. The four billion page views definitely sound like a lot, but it's only when you take into account what porn surfers actually do that the size and scale of adult websites really come into focus. We'll start by
putting the work ashore, and then on the second page we have some real-world figures from YouPorn, the second largest porn site on the web. If you want, take a moment to try and estimate the amount of traffic YouPorn handled every second. Let us know in the comments if your guess is nearby. Scale The main difference between porn and non-porn sites
is the average duration of visits: For news sites like Engadget or ExtremeTech, the average visit is usually between three and six minutes; enough time to read a story or two. However, the average time spent on porn sites is between 15 and 20 minutes. Then you need to take into account that most websites are dominated by text and images, while the
largest porn sites encourage streaming video. When you load the ExtremeTech home page, you are talking about a few megabytes, and then maybe 500 kilobytes if you load the article. When you stream porn, assuming a low resolution of 480×200, you see about 100 kilobytes per second – which, over 15 minutes, is about 90 megabytes. Then you need to
multiply 90 megabytes by the number of monthly visits – that's about 350 million for Xvideos. This comes down to about 29 petabytes of data being transferred each month, or 50 gigabytes per second. To put this into comparison, your home internet connection may be able to transfer several megabytes per second, which is about 25,000 times smaller. In
short, porn sites cope with astronomical amounts of data. The only site that really approaches in terms of raw bandwidth is YouTube or Hulu, but even then YouPorn is something six times larger than Hulu.InfrastructureServing up video requires more resources than plain text and images, in terms of storage, CPU cycles, internal I/O, and and Although it
obviously varies from site to site, most adult sites will probably store in the region of 50 to 200 terabytes of porn. It's pretty much for websites (just something like Google, Facebook, Blogger, or YouTube that will store more data), but in a world where 2TB drives are cheap and plentiful, this is ultimately not a very large amount. Last year we wrote about
backblaze storage pods that can store 135 TB in the case of 4U, with just a cycle of $7,400.CPU and I/O will be a bitrate function of streaming video and page views. First porn sites must present a dynamic and searchable database of thousands of videos, and then, when someone clicks on the video, the file needs to be read from the hard disk and streamed
over the internet. If you've ever transferred a lot of large files over a local network (i.e. stressed hard drives and Ethernet ports) you'll know how to charge this tax. Actual hardware requirements are almost impossible to obtain (they are not published), but in the case of large porn sites we may be talking about quad-CPU server racks, gigabit switches, and
load balancers. The wisest and largest porn sites will use very high throughput databases like Redis to store and present videos, and lightweight HTTP servers like Nginx to present web pages. Finally, bandwidth. Referring back to our Xvideos example (based on Ad Planner estimates), large porn sites must have enough connectivity to serve 50 gigabytes
per second, or 400Gbps. Keep in mind this is the average data level as well: At peak times, Xvideos may explode to 1,000Gbps (1Tbps) or more. To put this into perspective, there is only about 15Tbps of connectivity between London and New York.There are only so many ways to cope with this much traffic: you set up your own data center, rent a few
shelves in a very large data center, or use a cloud provider like Amazon AWS or Microsoft Azure.Next page: Real-world number from YouPorn Tuesday morning I filmed my first TV interview, talking about falling makeup trends on a CBS show called The Couch, broadcast in New York City, Long Island, and an area of three countries (you can check out
shows and segments here). Nerves aside, the thing I worry about the most is, well, I hate to admit it—my makeup. Since the show was filmed so early, I had to do it myself, in the dim lighting of my apartment. All I could hear in my head was the complaint of a friend of mine who was a news anchor in my hometown, lamenting the unforgiving HD cameras and
how complicated it was to make him make his face every day. So without a professional by my side, I went back and thought all about and all the interviews I've done since being at Allure to make sure nary a runway streak or eyeliner stain can be seen. And although not everyone (including me) is on TV every day, these tricks can also be your daily routine.
The whole point of doing makeup for HD is to make makeup good, invisible, which is something we all shoot even when we're not in front of the camera. BeautyBlender is your best friend. In every foundation story I've ever written, the makeup artist swears by this little egg-shaped sponge. Mist with water, dip into your foundation, and tap into your skin to
make an airbrushed finish. It also ensures you won't apply too much as it simultaneously removes excess pigment when storing it. I never used it just because it was quicker for me to slap my foundation with my fingers, but now I know why everyone is hooked. Blender, blend, blend. Oh, and mingle. Makeup artists always take forever to apply eye shadow,
and that's because they carefully blend powder or cream so that there are no lines, stains, or splotches. This means if you use powder, go to the edges with your brush several times to make sure everything is soft and diffuse, and if you use more than one color, run your brushes over both so that they seamlessly melt each other. For the show I used a
bronze brown color all over my eyes and got to the brow bone (Benefit Velvet Eyeshadow in Rich Beach) with a dark brown in the form of a V in the outer corner (Nars Eyeshadow in the Galapagos). The same goes for your blush. Really make sure to buff the color to your cheeks to make sure it looks like a natural flush, not Raggedy Ann - like circles.__Easy
on the texture of the lipstick lipstick.__The is undeniably different from the texture of your lips - and that appears on camera. I start by coating my lips and pressing the pink-y nude lipstick with a brush so that the color melts onto my lips versus just sitting on it. Then I added a glossy layer. Just before I took to the stage, the makeup crew reapply my lip color—
sans lipstick, opting for a thin pink sheen. It turns out more important that your mouth has a little chewy. RELATED LINKS:Daily Beauty Reporter: The Man Behind J.Lo's BeautyDaily Beauty Reporter: Behind the Scenes of Fox News BeautyDaily Beauty Reporter: The Top 3 Questions We Were Asked at Saks's Beauty Editors Day, Answered Earlier this
month, Rep. Katie Hill, a Freshman Democrat from California, resigned from her seat in Congress. While the congresswoman has admitted to having a romantic relationship with campaign staff and has denied having such a relationship with a current member of her staff, her resignation is largely based on nude photos of her leaked to the press. Hill alleges
this was done by her husband, from whom she was in the midst of a divorce. many Americans heard the phrase revenge porn for the first time, as it became a staple phrase in the headlines used to describe what Hill accused her estranged husband of doing: releasing nude or sexy images of her from her approval. But is the phrase even accurate? The
reason why it's called revenge porn is how it gets into the public consciousness—it was originally something done as revenge, JoAnne Sweeny, PhD, a law professor at the University of Louisville, told Health. Her research focuses on gender and the law, including the dissemination of personal images of people without their consent. Erica Johnstone is a
legal partner at Ridder, Costa &amp; Johnstone specializes in privacy law and is one of the founders of the nonprofit Without My Consent. In the Lawyer Without My Consent Training manual, Johnstone writes that the media coined the term 'revenge porn' because it's two things people love —'revenge' and 'porn'—thus serving as attention-seeking titles.
However, the training material explains that the phrase revenge porn is actually a misnomer. The use of the word 'revenge' incorrectly suggests that victims are doing something that warrants this harassment, that they somehow deserve it, said Annie Seifullah, a law school graduate and advocate at the victim rights law firm C.A. Goldberg. But revenge is not
always the motive, Seifullah tells Health. Revenge porn abusers often engage in action for a number of reasons, including money, attention, and enjoy strong feelings over others who are powerless to stop them in their actions. Those who commit revenge porn engage in a very specific type of harassment where they can cause great damage to the lives of
their victims in a very short period of time. RELATED: Sociopaths vs. Narcissists: Experts Explain Seifullah's Differences also add that the term porn is inaccurate, as it implies sexual content made for entertainment purposes, with the intention of widespread consumption —something that is very unlikely to happen to those who have intimate images,
originally shared with couples in trusted and private exchanges, released publicly. Whether the perpetrator is sharing it with multiple people or posting to a public website, it is a unique and horrific type of offence. It takes someone in the most intimate and vulnerable moments and rips them open. It was a form of sexual assault, press Seifullah. That's why
Seifullah and his colleagues often use the term cyber sexual assault or cyber sexual exploitation to describe these actions, even though they are less widely recognized but more accurate terms than revenge porn, he said. Sweeny notes that, in general, revenge porn is most often seen when heterosexual couples split up. The male partner gets upset and
then proceeds to publish intimate photos or videos taken It's time together to go back to the female partner for breaking up with him. At one point, the website existed explicitly for the purpose of revenge porn. Porn. can use these sites to upload photos and videos of women they have used in the past, including highly identifying information about women,
such as names and social media handles. The creator of one of those sites was eventually sued, and the site was shut down after its owner contacted the woman whose photo had been uploaded and told them that their content would be removed — but at a price. Blackmail is illegal, although revenge porn itself is not. In recent years, there has been a
concerted push from states to start enacting various laws to criminalize this kind of behavior. Before this law appeared, Sweeny explained, there was absolutely nothing illegal about revenge porn, and one could release intimate images of others without any legal recourse. In addition, the manner in which the Electronic Communications Privacy Act is written
means that the website is, to this day, not responsible for the content uploaded into it. So although some laws exist now to protect victims of revenge porn, it remains very difficult to get your images removed after they are released. However, there is no federal law criminalizing revenge porn. Some kind of law against revenge porn exists in 46 states and the
District of Columbia. But many states, Sweeny explained, include a requirement of intent to prove criminality under the law, making the spread of non-consensual intimate images illegal only if it can be proven that the defendant intended to cause distress to the victim. That's really hard to do, says Sweeny, because a prosecutor is then forced to prove that a
defendant knows the fact that the release of such images would upset victims and that was their motivation to do so. For example, he pointed to numerous incidents of celebrities having their nude photos leaked. It's not for revenge—it's just because it's titillating things that someone wants to put out there, Sweeny said. But the leaker didn't do it to take
revenge on Jennifer Lawrence. Even so, says Seifullah, it's important to know that a significant percentage of people who distribute intimate images without consent threaten to do so in advance — often if the victim tries to end a relationship, or if they refuse to send more graphic images or videos. Victims should know that only threat sharing images can be
an offence. That's why countries whose revenge porn laws are held back by intent clauses can make things very difficult for victims. Other states may also have public interest exemptions, which once again may be too the intent of the defendant versus the harm done to the victim. Revenge porn is about power, stresses Amanda Levendowski, associate
professor of law and founding director of the Intellectual Property and Information Policy Clinic in University Law Center in Washington, DC. Seifullah agrees that revenge porn often occurs in a matrix of intimate partner violence, or IPV. Intimate partner violence generally involves emotional and financial abuse, isolation, stalking, coercion, and spreading lies
to undermine a victim's credibility —all things commonly seen in revenge porn cases. But the damage done to revenge porn victims doesn't stop there. Offenders can send images to the child's school or to the victim's employer or co-worker, to jeopardize the victim's ability to seek or maintain employment or custody rights, Seifullah explained. Seifullah also
noted that while revenge porn is generally considered gender-based violence because it disproportionately affects women, it also disproportionately affects LGBTQ people. Both populations are already vulnerable to discrimination and marginalization, he said. Levendowski added that while the legal landscape for defending victims of revenge porn remains
complicated, he has found a way forward for some through the use of copyright laws. Since most revenge images are selfies taken by victims themselves, Levendowski argues that the victims, then, have the right to the images as creators of that content. And just last month, the Illinois Supreme Court ruled to affirm that revenge porn is not protected free
speech under the First Amendment, thus giving victims more potential for legal action. So perpetrators of abuse who think they are protected by the First Amendment and freedom of expression should think again. The Illinois case is a hopeful indication to us that similar state laws will be enforced for the sake of victims, Seifullah said. Another problem that
victims may face, says Sweeny, is that most men run the criminal and political justice systems. Decision makers often don't recognize that problems exist because they don't see them happening to them. That is why Sweeny hopes we will see more push forward in terms of protecting victims of this kind of sexual violence. We as a country, and the world,
need to decide what kind of protection we want to give people in this new form of public space [that exists online]. We still don't know it, and [the Internet] isn't really new. To get our top sexual health stories delivered to your inbox, sign up for the Hookup Health Hookup Newsletter
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